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Honeywords Generation Mechanism Based
on Zero-Divisor Graph Sequences
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Abstract—The identity authentication of most applications is4
based on a symbolic password. However, incidents of password5
leakage emerge one after another, which brings serious hidden dan-6
ger to the users’ information security. For decades, various schemes7
have been proposed to solve the problem of information protection.8
However, most schemes neglect the timely detection of password9
leakage. The present paper introduces a password leak detection10
method based on zero-divisor graph sequences. Specifically, it is11
to construct an algorithm for generating honeywords with high12
smoothness. First, we introduce the concept of the zero-divisor13
graph and construct zero-divisor graph sequences by using the14
corresponding zero-divisor matrices. Second, the honeywords with15
high flatness are constructed by using the sequence of zero-divisor16
graphs. Third, the security analysis verifies the effectiveness of the17
scheme. Fourth, compared with other honeywords schemes, our18
scheme has more obvious advantages, in the aspects of honeywords19
generated flatness, DoS resistance, and storage resources occupied20
by honeywords.21

Q1

Q2
Index Terms—Authentication, honeywords, zero-divisor graph22

matrix, zero-divisor graph, graphic labeling, topological coding.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

W ITH the increase of network bandwidth and the reduc-25

tion of its fees, people can realize office, shopping,26

entertainment, navigation, and payment through the network.27
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However, with the enrichment of application scenarios, network 28

security issues have become more and more prominent. Among 29

them, password leakage for identity authentication is the most 30

concerning security problem. Recently, many well-known web- 31

sites, such as Yahoo, Facebook, Google, Bilibili [1], [2], [3], [4], 32

have been exposed that the registered username and the regis- 33

tered user password have been leaked. To improve the security 34

of password file protection, one of the ideas is to design an 35

authentication method to replace text passwords. Typical image 36

recognition authentication mechanism such as Windows, Shoul- 37

der surfing attack is the biggest defect faced by such authenti- 38

cation method. Another idea is to design a detection method for 39

password leakage. If the leak of passwords can be detected in 40

time and replaced or reset, the risk of attack can be effectively 41

reduced, and the cost of this idea is relatively inexpensive. The 42

References [5], [6] shows that some network service providers 43

will use the recommended method to salt and hash passwords, 44

but the attackers use machine learning guessing algorithms and 45

general hardware such as GPUs to improve guessing speed and 46

can recover a considerable number of passwords in an acceptable 47

amount of time. So it is necessary to reconsider the password 48

protection method from the perspective of password leakage 49

detection. 50

Juels and Rivest [7] proposed a password leak detection 51

technology-based the honeywords. The user’s real password is 52

mixed with k − 1 honeywords (false password) as the user’s 53

‘password’. If the honeywords generation method is flat enough, 54

the adversary can’t differentiate the user’s real password from 55

the user’s sweetwords file set, even if he reverses the hash file 56

of the user’s password. At the same time, the adversary logs in 57

to the server with the honeywords, which can be detected by 58

the system. At present, many honeywords generation schemes 59

have been proposed [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. These schemes 60

have been proposed based on two strategies: One is to design 61

a honeypot account to improve the security of user registration 62

information. The other is to design honeywords (fake passwords) 63

to generate k − 1 fake passwords for each account, to enhance 64

the privacy and complexity of the user’s password. Guo et al. [13] 65

constructed a matching attack model. In this attack model, some 66

honeywords schemes meet the requirement of perfect flatness, 67

but the adversary can still achieve a high attack success rate. Ca- 68

menisch et al. [14] constructed a multi-server-oriented protocol 69

for distributing authenticated passwords, which can resist offline 70

dictionary attacks. Wang et al. [15] studied the generation of the 71

honeywords based on the combination strategies of different 72
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attacks. Dionysiou et al. [16] proposed a honeyword generation73

approach based on word representation learning, and adjusted74

chaffing-by-tweaking by replacing letters with upper and lower75

case and selecting different probability symbols for specific76

symbols.77

The key problem of the honeywords scheme is how to generate78

effective honeywords, which means to make them indistinguish-79

able from the user’s real password. In Ref. [17], the authors also80

clearly pointed out this point. The statistical characteristics of the81

user passwords meet the Zipf-like distribution [18], so it is not82

enough security for honeywords based on user passwords. From83

Refs. [19], [20], it was found that graph labeling can be used to84

construct various topological graphs, and the topological matrix85

corresponding to this topological graph has a huge generating86

space. Wang et al. [21] proposed graphical passwords based on87

the graphic labeling, which provided an idea for us to design a88

honeywords scheme.89

Therefore, we design a honeywords generation scheme based90

on the zero-divisor graph and graphic labeling. We propose91

a ZDG generation algorithm, which is easy to deploy in the92

honeywords verification server. Through the analysis of security,93

flatness, storage overhead, and other aspects, our honeywords94

scheme has better advantages. The adversary can be detected95

by a honeywords verification system constructed by randomly96

selecting the ZDG. We summarize the key contributions of this97

paper as follows.98
� In Section II, we give the definition of the99

ternary zero-divisor under the congruence relation,100

and based on the prime decomposition theorem,101

we give the calculation method of the ternary102

zero-divisor.103
� In Section III, we construct a honeywords generation104

scheme based on the ZDG sequences. The generation of105

the ZDG sequences is combined with solving the 3-tuples106

congruence equation. To overcome the semantic statistical107

characteristics of natural language and improve the honey-108

words flatness, the ZDG sequences are used to construct109

the honeywords.110
� In Section IV, we analyze the security of the proposed111

scheme for several attack scenarios. The generating space112

of the zero-divisor graph sequence ensures the diversity113

of generating honeywords and enhances the security of114

honeywords.115
� In Section V, from the aspects of flatness, storage overhead,116

and DoS attack resistance, we analyze the comprehensive117

performance of the proposed scheme. According to dif-118

ferent lengths of ASCII code corresponding to username,119

the availability and security of user password files can be120

enhanced by selecting different numbers of zero-divisor121

graph sequences.122

II. PRELIMINARY123

With the development of computer technology, graph theory124

and algebra have become important theoretical tools to study125

computer science. More and more scholars are paying attention126

to the relationship between algebra and graph theory [22], [23], 127

[24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. The abundant results of algebra are 128

applied to the study of graph theory. One of its applications is 129

to describe the properties of graph theory by using zero-divisor 130

graphs over commutative rings. In 1988, I. Beck [29] illustrated 131

the concept of zero-divisor graphs of commutative rings R. The 132

relationships between zero-divisor graphs and ring have been 133

deeply studied [30], [31], [32], [33]. In this paper, we study the 134

properties of zero-divisor graphs satisfying congruence relation. 135

Specifically, we use zero-divisor graphs to study the generation 136

of honeywords. 137

First, we give some definitions of the zero-divisor graph and 138

graphic labeling. A more detailed introduction can be found in 139

Refs. [34], [35]. In Table I, we list some important symbols used 140

in this paper. 141

Definition 1: Let Zn be a commutative ring with iden- 142

tity. We define the ZDG of Zn, to be a simple graph with 143

vertex set being the set of non-zero zero-divisors of Zn 144

and with (x, y, z) a vertex-edge-vertex if and only if xyz ≡ 145

0 modN , N ∈ Zn, the non-zero elements x, y, and z are called 146

zero-divisors. 147

Definition 2: LetG be a (p, q)-graph, the vertex set of a graph 148

G is referred to as V (G), its edge set as E(G). If there exist 149

a constant N and a mapping F : V (G) ∪ E(G)→ [1, 2q + 1], 150

such that F (u) · F (v) · F (uv) ≡ 0modN for every edge uv ∈ 151

E(G), then the F is generalized edge-magic labeling of G, and 152

N is a zero-divisor constant. If G is a bipartite graph with bi- 153

partition (V1, V2), F (V (G)) = [1, q + 1] and F (V1) < F (V2) 154

hold, F is called a generalized super set-ordered edge labeling. 155

The symbol [1, 2q + 1] represents the set of 2q + 1 positive 156

integers between 1 and 2q + 1. 157

Definition 3: ([35]) A topological coding matrix is defined 158

as 159

T =

⎛
⎜⎝
x1 x2 · · · xq

e1 e2 · · · eq

y1 y2 · · · yq

⎞
⎟⎠=

⎛
⎜⎝
X

E

Y

⎞
⎟⎠

3×q

=
(
X E Y

)T

3×q
,

(1)
where v − vector X = (x1, x2, . . . , xq), e− vector E = 160

(e1, e2, . . . , eq), and v − vector Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yq) consist 161

of integers ei, xi and yi for i ∈ [1, q]. The Topcode-matrix 162

Tcode can be calculated if there exists a function F such that 163

ei = F (xi, yi) for i ∈ [1, q], and call xi and yi to be the ends of 164

ei. 165

Definition 4: ([36]) An graph isomorphism from a simple 166

graph G to a simple graph H is a bijection f : V (G)→ V (H) 167

such that uv ∈ E(G) if and only if f(u)f(v) ∈ E(H). G is 168

isomorphic to H, written G ∼= H , if there is an isomorphism 169

from G to H . 170

Theorem 1: Suppose x, y, z are positive integers greater than 171

1 and less than N , where x �= y �= z, and satisfy the following 172

equation 173

xyz ≡ 0 modN, N ∈ N ∗. (2)

When N is taken of different values, the number of 174

triples (x, y, z) formed by the solutions to (2) is given 175
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TABLE I
SYMBOL ABBREVIATION COMMENT TABLE

by176

GN

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 N is prime
p2q2 − 3

2p
2q − 3

2pq
2 + 1

2p
2 + 1

2 q
2 + 3

2p+

3
2 q − 2 N = pq

1
2p

4 − 11
6 p3 + p2 + 7

3p− 2 N = p2

4p2q2r2 − 9
2p

2q2r − 9
2p

2qr2 − 9
2pq

2r2+

3
2p

2q2 + 9
2p

2qr + 3
2p

2r2 + 9
2pq

2r + 9
2pqr

2+

3
2 q

2r2 − 3
2p

2q − 3
2p

2r − 3
2pq

2 − 10pqr − 3
2pr

2−
3
2 q

2r − 3
2 qr

2 + 1
2p

2 + 11
2 pq + 11

2 pr + 1
2 q

2+

11
2 qr + 1

2 r
2 − 5

2p− 5
2 q − 5

2 r N = pqr

7
6p

6 − 5
2p

5 + 1
2p

3 + 7
3p

2 + 1
2p− 2 N = p3

5
2p

4q2 − 3p4q − 4p3q2 + p4 + 3p3q + 3
2p

2q2

− 5
6p

3 − 3p2q + 5
2p

2 + 3pq − 2
3p− 2 N = p2q

.

For the convenience of calculation, the symbol Nset represents177

the set of solutions for all the positive integers satisfying the178

3-tuples congruence equation, GN represents the number of179

elements in the set Nset, S represents the set that contains i, 1 <180

i < N , �SA represents the set that contains i, i �∈ A, i ∈ S, and181

Ap represents the set that contains multiple of p.182

Proof: According to definition 1, if 1 < N < 6, the set Nset183

does not exist. if N is an arbitrary prime number, then the set184

Nset does not exist.185

In the following discussion, we assume that N ≥ 6. Based on186

the fundamental theorem of arithmetic, the prime factorization187

formula of the N is188

N = pα1
1 pα2

2 · · · pαs
s , (3)

where p1 < p2 < · · · < ps, αi ≥ 1, i ∈ [1, s].189

We discuss the calculation ofGN in the following decomposi-190

tion cases of N , which is similar to that in other cases. Our basic191

idea is that, the multiples of prime factors form several disjoint192

sets. We take any three sets from these disjoint sets and take193

an element from these three sets. If the product of these three194

elements is a multiple of N , then this triple is the solution of195

the (2). The solution of GN is closely related to the decomposi-196

tion formula of N , and with the increase of the prime factor of197

N , the formula of GN becomes more and more complex, and 198

it is difficult to characterize it with a unified formula. We will 199

discuss it in detail below. 200

i) N = pq 201

The number of elements |�S(Ap ∪Aq)| is pq − p− q, the 202

number of elements |Ap| is q − 1, and the number of elements 203

|Aq| is p− 1. By the permutation and combination formula, we 204

have 205

GN = C1
Ap

C1
Aq

C1
�S(Ap∪Aq)

+C2
Ap

C1
Aq

+C2
Aq

C1
Ap

= p2q2 − 3

2
p2q − 3

2
pq2 +

1

2
p2 +

1

2
q2 +

3

2
p+

3

2
q − 2.

(4)

In this case, GN is calculated from (4). 206

ii) N = p2 207

The number of elements |Ap| is p− 1. Since i ∈ S, 2 ≤ i < 208

p2, the number of elements |S| is p2 − 2, and the number of 209

elements |�SAp| is p2 − p− 1. By the permutation and combi- 210

nation formula, we can get 211

GN = C2
Ap

C1
�SAp

+C3
Ap

=
1

2
p4 − 11

6
p3 + p2 +

7

3
p− 2. (5)

In this case, GN is calculated from (5). 212

iii) N = pqr 213

The number of elements |Ap| is qr − 1, the number of el- 214

ements |Aq| is pr − 1, the number of elements |Ar| is pq − 215

1, the number of elements |Apq| is r − 1, the number of 216

elements |Apr| is q − 1, the number of elements |Aqr| is 217

p− 1, the number of elements |�S(Ap ∪Aq ∪Ar)| is pqr − 218

pq − pr − qr + p+ q + r − 2, the number of elements |Ap − 219

Apq −Apr| is qr − q − r − 1, the number of elements |Aq − 220

Apq −Aqr| is pr − p− r − 1, and the number of elements 221

|Ar −Apr −Aqr| is pq − p− q − 1. P(A)1 represents the set 222

{Aq, Ar, Apq, Apr}, P(A)2 represents the set {Ar, Apq, Aqr}, 223

P(A)3 represents the set {Apr, Aqr}, P(A)4 represents 224

the set {Ap, Ar, Apq, Aqr}, and P(A)5 represents the set 225

{Ap, Aq, Apr, Aqr}. For the sake of writing conveniently, Ap − 226

Apq −Apr is abbreviated asA∗p,Aq −Apq −Aqr is abbreviated 227

asA∗q ,Ar −Apr −Aqr is abbreviated asA∗r, and�S(Ap ∪Aq ∪ 228
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Ar) is abbreviated as A∗∪. By the permutation and combination229

formula, we have230

GN = C3
S − C3

A∗∪ − C2
A∗∪

∑
i∈P(A)

C2
i − C1

A∗∪C
1
A∗p

∑
i∈P(A)1

C1
i

− C1
A∗∪C

1
A∗q

∑
i∈P(A)4

C1
i − C1

A∗∪C
1
A∗r

∑
i∈P(A)3

C1
i

− C1
A∗pC

1
A∗qC

1
Apq
− C1

A∗pC
1
A∗rC

1
Apr
− C1

A∗qC
1
A∗rC

1
Aqr

− C1
A∗∪

∑
i∈P(A)

C2
i −

∑
i∈P(A)

C3
i − C2

A∗p

∑
i∈P(A)

C1
i

− C2
A∗q

∑
i∈P(A)4

C1
i − C2

A∗r

∑
i∈P(A)5

C1
i

− C2
Apq

(C1
A∗p +C1

A∗q )− C2
Apr

(C1
A∗p +C1

A∗r )

− C2
Aqr

(C1
A∗q +C1

A∗r )

= 4p2q2r2 − 9

2
p2q2r − 9

2
p2qr2 − 9

2
pq2r2 +

3

2
p2q2

+
9

2
p2qr+

3

2
p2r2+

9

2
pq2r+

9

2
pqr2+

3

2
q2r2− 3

2
p2q

− 3

2
p2r− 3

2
pq2−10pqr− 3

2
pr2− 3

2
q2r− 3

2
qr2+

1

2
p2

+
11

2
pq+

11

2
pr+

1

2
q2+

11

2
qr+

1

2
r2− 5

2
p− 5

2
q− 5

2
r.

(6)

In this case, GN is calculated from (6).231

iv) N = p3232

The number of elements |Ap| is p2 − 1, the number of el-233

ements |Ap2 | is p− 1, and the number of elements |�SAp| is234

p3 − p2 − 1. By the permutation and combination formula, we235

have236

GN = C1
Ap−Ap2

C1
Ap2

C1
�SAp

+C2
Ap−Ap2

C1
Ap2

+C3
Ap−Ap2

+C2
Ap2

C1
�SAp

+C3
Ap2

=
7

6
p6 − 5

2
p5 +

1

2
p3 +

7

3
p2 +

1

2
p− 2. (7)

In this case, GN is calculated from (7).237

v) N = p2q238

The number of elements |Ap| is pq − 1, the number of239

elements |Aq| is p2 − 1, the number of elements |Ap2 | is240

q − 1, the number of elements |Apq| is p− 1, the number241

of elements |�S(Ap ∪Aq)| is p2q − p2 − pq + p− 1, P(A)6242

represents the set {Ap, Aq, Ap2 , �S(Ap ∪Aq)}, P(A)7 rep-243

resents the set {Ap, Ap2 , Apq, Aq}, P(A)8 represents the set244

{Ap, Apq, �S(Ap ∪Aq)}, Ap −Ap2 −Apq is abbreviated as245

A∗p, Aq −Apq is abbreviated as A∗q , �SAp ∪Aq is abbreviated246

as A∗∪. By the permutation and combination formula, we have247

GN = C3
S − C2

A∗
p2
(C1

A∗∪ +C1
A∗p)− C2

A∗q

∑
i∈P(A)8

C1
i

−
∑

i∈P(A)6

C3
i−C2

A∗∪

∑
i∈P(A)7

C1
i−C2

A∗pC
1
A∗∪−C2

A∗pC
1
A∗

p2

=
5

2
p4q2 − 3p4q − 4p3q2 + p4 + 3p3q +

3

2
p2q2 − 5

6
p3

− 3p2q +
5

2
p2 + 3pq − 2

3
p− 2. (8)

In this case,GN is calculated from (8). This completes the proof. 248

Based on the above construction methods, as long as the value 249

of N is determined, based on the prime factorization formula 250

of N , we can obtain the value of GN corresponding to any N . 251

Through Algorithm 1, we can obtain the set of all triplets (x, y, z) 252

that satisfy (2). 253

In Fig. 1(a), the dark blue line represents the distribution 254

of the number of triples (x, y, z) satisfying (2) within 500. It 255

can be seen that with the increase of N, the number of triples 256

(x, y, z) shows an overall increasing trend, and soon decreases 257

to zero after reaching a peak. This is the result of N being a 258

series of prime numbers. In theorem 2, according to the prime 259

factorization of N , we discuss the calculation formula of the 260

number of triples (x, y, z) in five cases. The red line represents 261

the solution of three tuples satisfying (2) in Ref. [20] within 500. 262

It is not difficult to find that the number of triples represented 263

by the dark blue line is much higher than that represented by the 264

red line, and the generated zero-divisor graph matrix has better 265

randomness, which ensures that the generated zero-divisor graph 266

has enough key-space, to improve the security of the honeywords 267

scheme. 268

There are many ways to transform a ZDG matrix into a ZDG 269

sequence. Without loss of generality, in this paper, we define 270

four ways to construct a ZDG sequence (see Fig. 2). i) The first 271

row, from left to right, the second row, from right to left, the 272

third row, from left to right; ii) The first row, from right to left, 273

the third row, from left to right, the second row, from right to 274

left; iii) The first row, from right to left, the second row, from 275

left to right, the third row, from right to left; iv) The second row, 276

from left to right, the first row, from right to left, the third row, 277

from left to right. 278

According to the generative method of the ZDG matrix coding 279

sequences above, we have 280

T 1
code(G100,10) = 201046421525701540818285544875257 281

5558086929899989586989090 282

or others representation sequences 283

T 2
code(G100,10)=4012702515244610208692989998958698 284

909081828554487525755580. 285

T 3
code(G100,10) = 401270251524461020805575257548548 286

5828190909886959899989286. 287

T 4
code(G100,10) = 80557525754854858281401570251524 288

46102086929899989586989090. 289

The ZDG matrix corresponding to the above the ZDG coding 290

sequences is shown as follows 291

TG100,10
=

⎛
⎜⎝
20 10 46 4 2 15 25 70 15 40

80 55 75 25 75 48 54 85 82 81

86 92 98 99 98 95 86 98 90 90

⎞
⎟⎠.
(9)

Through graph operations (intersection, union, difference, sym- 292

metric difference, etc.), zero-divisor graphs of different scales 293

and structures can be obtained, since the triples generating 294
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Fig. 1. (a) The distribution curve corresponding to the solution of xyz ≡ 0 modN and x+ y + z = N , (b) The time cost comparison of the two algorithms in
computing triples

Fig. 2. The rules for converting zero-divisor graph matrices into zero-divisor graph sequences

Fig. 3. Zero-divisor graphs of different scales are obtained by set operation, (a) Zero-divisor graph G500,18, (b) zero-divisor graph G500,18 obtained by
zero-divisor graph G500,10 ⊕G500,8, (c) Zero-divisor graph G1000,20, (d) zero-divisor graph G1000,20 −G1000,15

the zero-divisor graph are randomly selected, even if the same295

integer N and the number Cnumbers of the triples are selected,296

the zero-divisor graph generated at different times is different.297

This undoubtedly increases the solution space of the zero-divisor298

graph (as shown in Fig. 4).299

In Table II, the comparison of editing distances corresponding300

to the four rules shown in Fig. 2 is summarized. The four301

topological graph matrices contain 58 characters, and the editing302

distance between rule (a) and rule (b) in Fig. 2 is 41. Leven-303

shtein distance is a string measure that calculates the degree of304

difference between two strings. This is the minimum number of305

times it takes to edit a single character (such as modify, insert, 306

delete) when modifying from one string to another. Comparison 307

of edit distances based on the four generation rules in Fig. 2. 308

Four methods for transforming zero-divisor graph sequences 309

are given in this paper, and the conversion methods are not 310

limited to these four in the actual deployment of honeywords. 311

The general evaluation principle is to ensure that the correla- 312

tion between the elements in the converted zero-divisor graph 313

matrix is the lowest, which increases the computational over- 314

head of the adversary’s cracking. These four rules show good 315

independence. 316
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Fig. 4. Zero-divisor graphs of different scales are obtained by set operation, (a)zero-divisor graph G100,18 obtained by zero-divisor graph G100,20 −G100,10,
(b) zero-divisor graph G100,11 obtained by zero-divisor graph G100,50 ∩G100,40, (c) Zero-divisor graph G300,18, (d) zero-divisor graph G300,50

TABLE II
EDITING DISTANCES COMPARISON OF FOUR RULES FOR GENERATING

ZERO-DIVISOR GRAPH SEQUENCES

Fig. 5. Authentication system with honeywords

III. METHODOLOGY317

Our password leakage detection is based on the honeywords318

model of the ZDG sequences, we illustrate the division of roles319

among the participants(see Fig. 5). We use the ZDG matrix to320

construct the ZDG sequences, and design a combination strategy321

of the ZDG sequences and usernames (password) to enhance322

the honeywords flatness. The combination rule of the ZDG323

sequences and username (password) is as follows. When the324

user enters the username and password, based on the Levenshtein325

distance algorithm, if the similarity of the string composed of the326

username and password is less than 50%, the username and the327

ZDG sequences are selected for combination. Otherwise, select328

the user password and ZDG sequences for combination. This329

method is called adaptive combination, which aims to increase330

the confusion of passwords.331

Fig. 6. Identity authentication protocol based on zero-divisor graph sequences

During the process of generating the honeywords. For the sake 332

of discussion, we specify that the ZDG sequence is aligned with 333

the first digit of the ASCII code of the username (password). 334

According to the length of the ASCII code of each symbol, the 335

ZDG sequence is divided, and the value of the corresponding 336

position of the two sequences is compared. IfPZDG > PASCII , 337

the value of the corresponding position of the ASCII code is 338

increased by 1. IfPZDG < PASCII , then the value of the ASCII 339

position is reduced by 1. Otherwise, the value of the ASCII po- 340

sition remains unchanged. Until the value of the corresponding 341

position of the ASCII code is compared. Finally, a new sequence 342

is formed. Without loss of generality, we stipulate that the length 343

of the zero-divisor graph sequence is greater than the length of 344

the ASCII code. We recommend that the difference in length 345

between the two sequences be no less than 10. There are at least 346

10 such alignments position. (see Table III). The role division 347

of each system is shown in Fig. 6, the dotted line represents the 348

registration phase, login phase, honeychecker phase, and change 349

of passwords respectively. Dashed lines with arrows indicate that 350

security measures are taken, when the system detects that the 351

attacker (user) is logging in by the honeywords, but the attacker 352

(user) cannot feel this change in the system. The specific scheme 353

of detecting password leakage based on honeywords is given as 354

follows. 355

A. Initialization Phase 356

Honeywords authentication system uses dual server struc- 357

ture, the server-side and honeychecker-side, and they only 358
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TABLE III
HONEYWORDS GENERATION RULES BASED ON THE ZDG SEQUENCES

do simple communication, the user-side and the server-359

side communication process is the same as the previ-360

ous design, the user does not have additional overhead,361

so the user will not perceive the existence of such a362

server.363

The server-side should store Ui and the identifier IDi of364

Ui, the hash value H(pwi) of the user’s real password, the365

hash value Hi corresponding to the new zero-divisor graph366

sequences NT i
code (i ∈ [1, n]), which are the combination of367

the username’s ASCII codes and zero-divisor graph sequences.368

The honeychecker-side contains the index value k of the369

user‘s real password location, the identifier IDi of Ui, the370

sequence index value set Si of hash files Hi1, Hi2, . . ., HiM ,371

H(pwi).372

In this paper, to increase the set space of the ZDG,373

we get the ZDG and the ZDG matrices of different374

scales and forms by graph operations (intersection, union,375

difference, symmetric difference, etc. See Fig. 4). The376

set B of triples (x, y, z) is given by Algorithm 1, the377

GN is given by (2), and the ZDG GN,T is given by378

Algorithm 2.379

The honeychecker is an auxiliary server, which is380

responsible for generating the ZDG and the ZDG381

sequences. The generation methods are given as382

follows.383
� Select randomly the values of N and T .384
� Obtain the ZDG matrices by using the steps of Algorithm385

2.386
� Select M (=1/3LAUPi

+ 2) from the generated ZDG ma-387

trices.388
� Construct the ZDG sequences, according to the generation389

rules in Fig. 2.390

Now, we introduce how to generate the ZDG and the ZDG391

matrices by graph computation, and obtain the unique se-392

quence of the ZDG according to the four generation rules in393

Fig. 3, without loss of generality, we use the first generation394

rule (a) in subsequent discussions. According to Theorem 1,395

the adjacency matrix corresponding to the isomorphic graph396

is the same, so it is difficult for the adversary to get the397

unique ZDG through the adjacency matrix. By observing the398

ZDG matrix (10), we notice that when the Cnumber is very399

small ( Cnumber = 11), the sequences Tcode(G500,11) of the400

ZDG matrix corresponding to the ZDG reaches 88 characters,401

which can be combined with the ASCII code of the user-402

name to hide the statistical characteristics of the username. The403

Algorithm 1: Generate All Triples That Satisfy the Equa-
tion.
Input: The target values N , (x, y, z) ∈ Nset.

� The conditions set Nset is the input sequences.
Output: B. � B is the target set.
1: Initialization:
candidates← list(range(2, N))
2: if length <= 3 then
3: returnB � In this case, B is an empty set.
4: end if
5: def backtrack(i, array, listarray) � The i is the number

of elements traversed into the candidates, the array is the
product of currently traversing array elements, the
listarray is the array currently traversed.

6: if array% N==0 and len(listarray)==3 then
7: B ← B ∪ listarray
8: else if len(listarray)==3 then
9: return

10: end if
11: for j = i to len(candiates) do
12: j ← j + 1, array← array*candidates[j],

listarray ← listarray∪ candidates[j]
13: backtrack(0, 1, [])
14: return
15: end for
16: return B.

following is a new matrix for different matrices through splicing 404

operations. 405

TG500,11

=

(
10 57 70 350 25 14 120 75 255 4 177
246 150 75 425 135 250 151 372 400 6 224
420 200 246 438 188 403 275 455 442 125 375

)
,

TG500,6
=

⎛
⎝10 57 70 350 25 14
246 150 75 425 135 250
420 200 246 438 188 403

⎞
⎠ ,

TG500,5
=

⎛
⎝120 75 255 4 177
151 3720 400 6 224
275 455 442 125 375

⎞
⎠ (10)

According to the ZDG sequences generation method defined 406

earlier, we get 407
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Algorithm 2: Generating the Zero-Divisor Graph GN,T .

Input: Select two subsets B1 and B2 from the set B
generated by Algorithm 1

Output: Zero-divisor graph GN,T .
1: Initialization:

Set the operations (intersection, union and difference,
symmetric difference, etc.) on sets B1 and B2 to generate
the vertex set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}.

2: for i = 1 to |V | do
3: vi ← Vmin

4: for j = 1 to |V − Vi| do
5: if weight(vivjk) �= weight(vivjs ) then
6: Generate the edge set:

Ei ← {eiej1 , . . . , eiejm} � m is the number of
vertices connected to vi, Vi is the set of vertices
with the smallest labeling.

7: else
8: vj ← min{labeling(vjk), labeling(vjs)},
9: return Step 6.

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: return GN,T .

Tcode(G500,11)=1057703502514120752554177246150754408

25135250151372400622442020024643818840327545544212409

5375.410

B. Registration Phase411

In this phase, the server prepares the registration service for412

the user. The user sends the usernameUi and password pwi to the413

server-side. The server requires the following operation. First,414

the server-side generates the index IDi for the username Ui,415

second, the server-side converts the username (password) string416

into ASCII code, third, the server-side sends the requests of the417

ZDG sequences to the honeychecker-side, finally, the server-418

side decomposes the ASCII code with ZDG sequence into a419

new sequence, to hash the sequence, and to store the hash file.420

Generate an index g of the sequences code that contains the421

user’s real password. Send the index IDi of the username Ui422

and the index g of the user password pwi to the honeychecker423

side.424

During the registration phase, the communication between425

the server and the honeychecker side only should achieve the426

following goals. i) The server-side sends the request of the427

ZDG sequences; ii) The server-side sends the index value IDi428

of the username and the sequence index value g of the real429

password; iii) The honeychecker side sends the ZDG sequences.430

There is only simple communication between the server and the431

honeychecker side.432

C. Login phase433

When the server-side receives the username and password434

submitted by the user. First, the server-side determines whether435

the username exists, second, the server-side judges whether 436

the user’s password matches the username stored. To achieve 437

these, the server-side checks the username index file. the 438

server-side and the honeychecker side performs the follow- 439

ing operations. The server-side hashes the password submit- 440

ted by the user and compares it with the hash values Hi = 441

{Hi1, Hi2, . . . , HiM , H(pwi)} stored in the system. 442
� If it is inconsistent with the hash value stored in the system, 443

the user will be prompted that the password is wrong and 444

needs to be re-entered. 445
� If it is consistent with the hash value Hi stored in the 446

system, the server-side sends the index value y where the 447

hash value is located to the honeychecker side. 448

D. Honeychecker Phase 449

The honeychecker side is an auxiliary server, which only 450

communicates with the server of the service provider. The 451

honeychecker side stores the ZDG sequences, the user in- 452

dex IDi, and the index k corresponding to the user’s correct 453

password, the index value set S(={S1, S2, . . . , Sn}) of hash 454

files H = {H1, H2, . . . , Hj , . . . , Hn}. The honeychecker side 455

communicates with the server-side through a secure channel. 456

The role of the honeychecker is consistent with that described 457

in Ref. [7]. The following information is exchanged between 458

the honeychecker side and the server-side. In our scheme, T i
code 459

represents the selected ith ZDG sequences of the ZDG, and 460

SI represents the ZDG sequences index. The following are the 461

operations to be run by the honeychecker side. 462

� Send the ZDG sequences
(
T i
code(1),T

i
code(2),. . . ,T

i
code(M)

)
463

to the service-side over a secure channel. 464
� Check: IDi, g, Si, y 465

Verifying whether (IDi, Si(g)) and (IDi, Si(y)) are the 466

same, Si(g) represents the index value of the user’s real 467

password. If the verification results are inconsistent, the 468

honeychecker side will remind the server-side that what 469

the user just entered is honeywords, and the server will 470

take corresponding security measures. 471

The verification side works intermittently. Only when the 472

server-side sends the request, the verification side can carry out 473

the necessary communication. The verification side only knows 474

the index of the username, but does not know the user’s password 475

or the hash file of the user’s password. 476

E. Change of Passwords 477

When the server-side receives the user’s request to modify 478

the password. First, the server should confirm the legitimacy of 479

the user, second, the server sends the request to modify the ZDG 480

sequences to the honeychecker side. The information interaction 481

between the honeychecker side and the server-side is given as 482

follows: 483
� Regenerate M zero-divisor graph matrices and the corre- 484

sponding zero-divisor graph sequences by Algorithm 2. 485

� Send the ZDG sequences
(
T i
code(1),T

i
code(2),. . . ,T

i
code(M)

)
486

to the service-side over a secure channel. 487
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TABLE IV
PROBABILITY OF OBTAINING THE CORRECT ZDG SEQUENCES FOR DIFFERENT N , Cnumber AND M

� Update the hash files Hi1, . . ., Hit, . . ., HiM , H(pwi) of488

the user Ui stored on the server-side.489
� Update information (IDi, g, Si) stored on the honey-490

checker side.491

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS492

For some possible attack scenarios, we analyze the rational-493

ity and security of the proposed scheme. We assume that the494

adversary can crack many hash files stored on the server-side.495

When the times that an adversary login through honeywords496

exceeds the threshold allowed by the system, the verification497

side will give an alarm, and the server-side will take security498

measures. To reduce the threshold of triggering the alarm in this499

case, the corresponding security policy against the DoS attack500

is designed.501

A. Brute-Force Attack502

We assume that the adversary can reverse the hash file stored503

on the server-side. If N , Cnumber, M , and construction rules504

of the ZDG sequences are leaked, the adversary will analyze505

all possible ZDG sequences by the brute-force attack. If M506

zero-divisor graph sequences can be obtained, the adversary will507

get easily the user’s password. A detailed analysis is given as508

follows.509

According to the generating method of the ZDG sequences,510

select Cnumber from triple set A to form the ZDG matrix. With511

the different arrangement of Cnumber triples, form Cnumber!512

different ZDG matrices. Select M from these matrices to gener-513

ate the ZDG sequences. We can analyze the success probability514

of the adversary obtaining the ZDG sequences. The probability515

of the adversary acquiring M zero-divisor graph sequences is516

Pr =
1

ACnumber

GN
−M + 1

. (11)

When N = 60, Cnumber = 9, M = 10, the probability of517

getting correct ZDG sequences is Pr = 0.44821× 10−21744,518

which is approximately equal to 2−72234. Therefore, it is reason-519

able for our zero-divisor graph sequences generation method,520

which can provide a suitable key-space for the subsequent521

generation of the honeywords (see Table IV).522

B. Dictionary Attack523

In order to improve the success rate of cracking the ZDG524

sequences, the adversary may combine the selected ciphers into525

a specific dictionary, construct the set of the ZDG sequences 526

according to the rules, and generate honeywords through the 527

combination of the elements in the two sets. The following is a 528

detailed analysis. 529

The security of our scheme is related to the difficulty of 530

calculating the ZDG and the ZDG sequences. Therefore, the 531

adversary should construct an appropriate scale ZDG sequence 532

set. First, according to the generation rules of the ZDG, 533

the adversary should select Cnumber elements from the triples 534

set. The Cnumber elements have Cnumber! permutations, that is 535

to say, Cnumber! matrices can be formed. Second, the adversary 536

selects M matrices from these matrices to construct the ZDG 537

sequences. Finally, in the operation stage of M ZDG sequences 538

and ASCII code, with the different of M ZDG sequences, the 539

combination results of AUPi and M ZDG sequences are also 540

different, and the hash value is also different. The set size of the 541

ZDG sequences that the adversary should construct is 542

Size = CM

A
Cnumber
GN

=

(
GN !

Cnumber!

)
!

M !
(

GN !
Cnumber!

−M
)
!

From the above analysis, we can see that our scheme can provide 543

better security. The number of the ZDG sequences to be selected 544

varies with the length of the AUPi, which will undoubtedly 545

increase the computational overhead. In the practical application 546

process, according to the needs of the system, we need to make 547

a trade-off between limiting the length of the username and 548

reducing the computational overhead. 549

C. Denial-of-Service Attack 550

In this case, the adversary does not crack the password file, 551

but through a certain way to get the ZDG sequences gener- 552

ation method, he can generate all the possible honeywords 553

of the user password, and he can trigger the early warning 554

of the honeychecker side through the honeywords login. We 555

assume that the adversary obtained the username information. 556

As long as he finds one of the M zero-divisor graph sequences, 557

and can construct a honeyword to launch the DoS attack. The 558

success rate that the opponent obtaining the effective honey- 559

words is 560

Ph =
Nre ×M

ACnumber

GN

, (12)

Nre represents the number of registered users, M represents 561

the number of honeywords assigned for each user. Without 562
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TABLE V
HONEYWORD GENERATION RULES BASED ON THE ZDG SEQUENCES

losing generality, we consider that the adversary has Nre = 106563

username-password pairs, he (she) may use these accounts to564

carry out DoS attacks. Assuming the threshold for unsuccessful565

login is Tl, the probability for an attacker guesses v honey-566

words after guessing r times is Cv
rp

v(1− p)r−v . For example,567

whenTl = 5, v = 500,N = 15,Cnumber = 20,M = 14,Ph =568

0.55623× 10−78. Since the adversary has 106 accounts, he can569

try 5× 106 times. The probability that an attacker guesses 1000570

honeywords after guessing 5× 106 times is 0.96× 10−19349. In571

this case, the ability of the adversary to trigger the honeychecker572

to issue an early warning is effectively reduced.573

V. COMPARISON OF HONEYWORDS METHODS574

In this section, we will discuss the performance of the follow-575

ing schemes from three aspects, i.e., the honeywords flatness,576

DoS attack resistance, and the cost of memory.577

A. Honeywords Flatness578

According to the analysis in Ref. [9], in Juels et al.’s scheme,579

the success rate that the adversary guessing is 29% ∼ 33%,580

which is higher than 1/k. In Erguler’s method [8], the flat-581

ness of the adversary guessing success is 1/k for registered582

users. In the method of Akshima et al. [37], Evolving-Password583

Model (EPM) and Append-Secret Model (ASM) schemes have584

a good performance in flatness, up to 1/k, but User-Profile585

Model (UPM) involves the user’s personal information, and the586

flatness is higher than 1/k. In the scheme proposed by Guo587

et al. [13], since there is no direct correspondence between588

username and password, the flatness of the adversary guessing589

success is 1/k ∼ 1/N . In our scheme, in the registration phase,590

the process of handling username is given as follows. i) The591

username (password) is transformed into the corresponding592

ASCII code. ii) The zero-divisor graph sequence is aligned with593

the first digit of the ASCII code of the username (password).594

According to the length of the ASCII code of each symbol,595

the zero-divisor graph sequence is divided, and the value of the596

corresponding position of the two sequences is compared. iii)597

If PZDG > PASCII , the value of the corresponding position of598

the ASCII code is increased by 1. If PZDG < PASCII , then 599

the value of the ASCII position is reduced by 1. Otherwise, the 600

value of the ASCII position remains unchanged. Until the value 601

of the corresponding position of the ASCII code is compared. iv) 602

A new sequence is formed. From (11), the probability that the 603

adversary obtaining the correct zero-divisor graph sequences 604

through off-line guessing is very small. Since the triples are 605

randomly selected from the set Nset, it can be regarded as equal 606

probability. 607

Next, let us illustrate with an example. The username 608

is John9352 (smith1024), the Ui’s password is john8342 609

(timmy234@), ASCII code of the username John9352 is 610

7411110411057515350, and ASCII code of the password 611

timmy234@ is 11610510910912150515264. Without losing 612

generality, we choose 1/3LAUPi
+ 34 zero-divisor graph se- 613

quences for combining with ASCII code (see shown in Table 614

V), and the length of the chosen ZDG sequences is the same, 615

which is 29, please see Table III for specific operation rules. 616

Then the success rate for the opponent guessing the password is 617

approximately 1/2LU/P = 0.0039. 618

B. DoS Resistance 619

In terms of responding to DoS attacks, we evaluated the per- 620

formance of the following scheme. In the strategy method pro- 621

posed in Ref. [7], the chatting-with-tweaking-model performs 622

poorly when it suffers DoS attacks. Because the honeywords 623

have a small generating space, the password is easy to guess out. 624

For example, when t = 2 ( t is the number of the password tails 625

to be modified), the success rate that the opponent guessing an 626

effective honeywords is (k − 1)/99. Whereas, the chatting-with 627

a-password-model performs well when it suffers DoS attacks, 628

since it constructs the honeywords based on the probability 629

model. In the scheme proposed in Ref. [8], it generates the 630

honeywords based on the passwords of other k − 1 users, which 631

performs well against the opponent guessing attacks. In Guo 632

et al.’s method [13], the honeypot mechanism is based on a 633

mix of real and fake accounts. The adversary should build fake 634

accounts set. When he (she) logins with a certain number of 635
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TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF THE HONEYWORDS GENERATOR MODELS

fake user names, the honeychecker will detect and send out an636

alert. In the user-profile-model scheme [37], since the prediction637

of honeywords, the system is vulnerable to DoS attacks. In our638

scheme, according to the combination method of ASCII code639

AUPi and ZDG sequences T i
code in Table III, we can see that640

the combination of the sequences of ASCII code and the ZDG are641

different, and different results are obtained. When the adversary642

logs in with the honeywords, the server should set the threshold643

of triggering security measures. Combined with the analysis in644

Section IV-C, our scheme provides resistance against the DoS645

attack.646

C. Storage Overhead647

In this section, in terms of storage overhead in the secondary648

server, we evaluate the performance of the following scheme.649

Suppose there are A registered real user accounts stored in the650

system, and let LU , LH , Lk represent the binary lengths of651

username, hash sequence value and k. In the schemes proposed652

by Juels et al. [7] and Akshima et al. [11], they occupy the cost of653

ALU + kALH in the server-side, and the cost of ALU +ALk654

in the honeychecker side. In Erguler’s scheme [8], it requires655

the cost of (A+ T )LU + k(A+ T )LI +NLH +NLI in the656

server-side and (A+ T )LU + (A+ T )Lk in the honeychecker.657

In the scheme proposed by Guo et al. [13], it occupies the cost of658

(A+ T )LU + (A+ T )LI +NLH +NLI in the server-side659

and (A+ T )LI +NLI in the honeychecker, where LI repre-660

sents the lengths of an index, N represents the number of listed661

hashed passwords, and T represents the honeypots in bytes. In662

the scheme of Ref. [20], it requires the cost of A(LU + LID +663

MLH) in the server-side and A(LTS + LID + LSI + Lj) in664

the honeychecker. In our honeywords scheme, it occupies the665

storage cost A(LU + LID + Lg + (M + 1)LH) in the server-666

side andA(LID + Lg + LS) in the honeychecker,Lg represents667

the binary lengths of the index of correct passwords in hash668

sequences, LS represents the binary lengths of the hash se-669

quences index. Table VI summarizes the comparison of flatness,670

DoS resistance and storage overhead of different schemes. The671

storage overhead of our scheme is smaller than that of Tian et672

al.’s scheme [20], the main adjustment is that the honeychecker673

side does not need to store the zero-divisor graph sequences.674

When the server-side sends the request, the honeychecker side675

can regenerate the zero-divisor graph sequences by algorithm676

1 and algorithm 2. This part of the computational overhead is677

acceptable. The main difference between these two schemes is678

in computing overhead. For example, the user size is 106, the679

username is 12 characters, the username IDi is 12 characters,680

the SHA256 hash sequence takes 32 bytes, the user password is 8 681

characters, the hash sequence index isS (S ∈ [1,M + 1] digits), 682

the index of the user’s real password is g, it takes 2 characters. 683

and the storage cost of the system is approximately 3.65GB. We 684

use Intel (R) core (TM) i7-6700 processor, and the memory is 685

8192MB. When we run Algorithms 1 and 2 to generate the ZDG, 686

the time is about 0.1547336s for generating the zero-divisor 687

graph matrix and zero-divisor graph G100,200, at this time, the 688

scale of the triples satisfying (2) is 14988. Comparing our algo- 689

rithm with the algorithm in Ref. [20], it is not difficult to find that 690

the difference between them lies in the cost of computing triples. 691

Fig. 1(b) shows the time comparison of these two algorithms in 692

calculating the triples within 300. Our scheme generates more 693

triples, although the traversal time of triples becomes longer, 694

the total generation time is measured in seconds. Considering 695

that our scheme gives more ZDG, it provides more space for 696

constructing zero-divisor graph sequences. In other words, our 697

scheme can provide higher security. 698

VI. CONCLUSION 699

It is the most effective way to solve the current user in- 700

formation leakage for password leakage detection technology, 701

the honeywords scheme is one of the most potential solu- 702

tions. The honeywords scheme only needs to make appropriate 703

modifications to the existing server-side, and there is no ad- 704

ditional authentication overhead for registered users. However, 705

there are two core problems in the design of the honeywords 706

scheme: one is the honeywords flatness, which is the premise to 707

ensure the effectiveness of the honeywords scheme; the other 708

is to resist DoS attack. If the adversary has a high success rate 709

in guessing the honeywords, the server-side may perform a full 710

password reset in response to the honeywords attack. This can 711

seriously affect the normal access of the server-side. In this 712

paper, we propose the concept of the zero-divisor graph and 713

give an algorithm to solve the 3-tuples congruence equation. 714

We use graph operation rules to generate numerous zero-divisor 715

graphs. To ensure that the zero-divisor graph sequences have 716

enough generated space, for example,N = 400,GN = 576008, 717

Cnumber = 10, and the scale of the zero-divisor graph is set to be 718

103067892, we propose a honeywords generation scheme based 719

on the zero-divisor graph. It should be noted that, since the user- 720

name (password) length selected by each user is different, the 721

corresponding ASCII code length is different, the number of the 722

ZDG sequences selected is also different, and the final number of 723

honeywords owned by each user is also different. For adequate 724

security, the username should not be too short. Through security 725
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analysis and comparison with other honeywords schemes, our726

scheme has better performance.727
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